Execution
Complete Visibility into
Capital Spending

AUCERNA EXECUTION
SOLUTIONS
Aucerna’s Execute Solution is the industry’s leading
integrated capital management and operational
planning software. It helps E&P companies effectively
manage capital spending, and reduce downtime
caused

by

schedule

clashes

and

inefficient

execution. Aucerna Execute combines all aspects
of capital management and operational planning
into a single system with integrated modules for
budgeting, capital forecasting, capital tracking, AFE
management, operational scheduling and readiness
workflows. Aucerna Execute helps operators align
teams, eliminate data errors, and share critical
information with key stakeholders, exactly when they
need it, leading to increased visibility into capital
spending and reducing the erosion of value caused
by disconnected teams and disparate data.

REDUCE COST
OVERRUNS AND
MAXIMIZE ASSET VALUE
WITH A COMPLETE AND
ACCURATE PICTURE OF
CAPITAL SPENDING.
BUDGETING & FORECASTING

READINESS WORKFLOWS

Aucerna Execute’s budgeting and forecasting
module connects
planning, operations
and finance teams to ensure all stakeholders
have timely access to accurate and up to
date capital spending data. It simplifies and
automates re-forecasting projects, to ensure
an evergreen view of project spending,
and automatically blends actuals and field
estimates into forecasts, so project stakeholders
always know exactly where they stand.

Ensure you are ready and approved before crews
arrive on site.

Build and maintain capital budgets, instantly
re-forecast projects, steward your projects
towards the budget, and perform easy project
look-backs with the Aucerna solution for
integrated Budgeting and Forecasting.

AFE MANAGEMENT
Faster approvals, reduced cost overruns and
complete control over capital spending.
Aucerna Execute streamlines the entire AFE
process, from creation to approval, resulting in
faster approvals, reduced cost overruns, and
complete control of capital project spending.
Today, more than 100 companies and thousands
of teams employ Aucerna Execute to manage
billions of dollars of AFEs. Our customers have
seen AFE approval times shortened by up to
75%.

RELATED PRODUCTS

visit Aucerna.com

Aucerna Execute enables teams to systematically
assemble and manage all the information, approvals,
and documentation necessary to start work. It helps
coordinate the activities of team members to ensure
that all pre-requisite steps are complete before crews
arrive on site.
The Aucerna Execute - Readiness Workflows (RTX)
module lets operators define business rules for any
readiness workflow including RTD (request to drill)
pre-drill approvals, completions, HSE and more. The
software is completely customizable to work in any
Jurisdiction.
Aucerna Execute helps operators ensure that the
right people complete all required documents
and approvals, at the right time. It vastly reduces
the amount of re-work required due to missing or
incomplete information.

OPERATIONAL SCHEDULING
Reduce schedule clashes and increase rig utilization
with integrated operational scheduling.
Aucerna Execute eliminates the need for department
specific schedules, reducing schedule clashes and
improving the overall execution of your capital projects.
The Aucerna Execute Operational Scheduling module
does away with manual schedule reconciliation,
automates time-consuming schedule validation steps
and ensures that everyone is operating on the same
information.
Simplify the management of your near-term schedule,
align functional teams and give everyone the
information they need to plan and react efficiently
with the Aucerna Execute Operational Scheduling
Module.

